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DNA repair pathways. We hypothesize that the rad51Δ mutation, which results in complete loss of
Rad51p, will promote the use of the error-prone mmBIR repair pathway. Because Rad51p is involved in
higher fidelity repair pathways, we expect other repair pathways to be used when it is absent. Breaks were
induced at FS2 in rad51Δ mutant diploids and repair events were characterized in cultures that underwent
DNA repair. We categorized repair events by testing three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). We
determined the chromosome size by performing CHEF gel electrophoresis and Southern blotting on
isolated chromosomal DNA. We determined the sequence of the entire genome and further analyzed
each repair event using next-generation paired-end sequencing. Contrary to our hypothesis, the results of
this study suggest that the loss of Rad1p does not significantly increase the frequency of repair events by
mmBIR. The findings of this study suggest that Rad51p does not play a significant role in cellular choice
of repair pathways. Moreover, because no mmBIR was observed in rad51 mutants, this is consistent with
the possibility that Rad51p may be needed in the mmBIR pathway.
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Abstract
Common fragile sites are large chromosomal regions that are especially prone to
double-strand breaks and are associated with cancer progression. We are studying how
breaks at Fragile Site 2 (FS2), on Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome III, are
repaired. Rad51p is a DNA-binding protein involved in DNA repair pathways. We
hypothesize that the rad51Δ mutation, which results in complete loss of Rad51p, will
promote the use of the error-prone mmBIR repair pathway. Because Rad51p is involved
in higher fidelity repair pathways, we expect other repair pathways to be used when it is
absent. Breaks were induced at FS2 in rad51Δ mutant diploids and repair events were
characterized in cultures that underwent DNA repair. We categorized repair events by
testing three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). We determined the chromosome
size by performing CHEF gel electrophoresis and Southern blotting on isolated
chromosomal DNA. We determined the sequence of the entire genome and further
analyzed each repair event using next-generation paired-end sequencing. Contrary to
our hypothesis, the results of this study suggest that the loss of Rad1p does not
significantly increase the frequency of repair events by mmBIR. The findings of this
study suggest that Rad51p does not play a significant role in cellular choice of repair
pathways. Moreover, because no mmBIR was observed in rad51 mutants, this is
consistent with the possibility that Rad51p may be needed in the mmBIR pathway.
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Introduction
I.

DNA Damage and Common Fragile Sites

DNA damage is a hidden catastrophe. It is not seen or even often recognized in
everyday life, but is present and very prevalent. In humans, DNA damage occurs about
10,000 times per cell per day, from oxidative agents alone (Ames et al., 1993). DNA
also is frequently exposed to replication stress that can ultimately lead to DNA damage.
Replication stress is the slowing or stalling of replication fork progression; it arises from
chemical, environmental, and physical agents, as well as endogenous factors (Chumki et
al., 2016). Common fragile sites (CFSs) are an example of specific sites where an
endogenous agent (replication stress) causes DNA damage (a double-strand break). CFSs
are large chromosomal regions that are especially prone to breakage; they break so
readily because they tend to lack sufficient replication origins, causing them to replicate
late during DNA replication phase of cell division (Chang et al., 2017). Due to
replication origin paucity at CFSs, all available origins may be used under normal
conditions and no more dormant origins can be activated upon replication stress, leading
to unfinished DNA replication during mitosis, causing chromosome breakage (Wang et
al., 2018). In addition, CFSs contain AT-rich sequences that form strong secondary
structures that block DNA replication. The AT-rich sequence of CFSs thus induce DNA
double strand break formation (Wang et al., 2018). Repair of these breaks may restore the
original sequence, but in some cases result in mutations. These mutations can be
deletions or extra sequence being added, or copy number variants (CNVs), which may
disrupt the function of regulatory proteins. It is for this reason that CFSs are strongly
associated with genomic instability and chromosome rearrangements in cancers,
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including those involving oncogenes. CFSs could be drivers of tumorigenesis or tumor
progression (Glover et al., 2017).

II.

DNA Double-Strand Break Repair Mechanisms

Mutations at common fragile sites in cancer cells are proposed to be from the
processes of DNA repair at these sites (Chumki et al., 2016). There are two major
pathways for double strand break repair: non-homologous end joining and homologous
recombination (Takata et al., 1998). Homologous recombination is divided into three
sub-pathways: canonical double-strand break repair, synthesis-dependent strand
annealing, and break-induced replication (BIR) (Mao et al., 2008). BIR is the most
common pathway used to repair damage at common fragile sites (Glover et al., 2017).
For BIR, only one side of the broken DNA is used to complete the repair process (Figure
1). The 5′ end of the broken DNA is resected by a 3’ exonuclease to leave a 3′ overhang
that is approximately 12 base pairs long (Hastings et al., 2009). A second, different, 3’
exonuclease further lengthens the 3’ overhang. Then, a protein called Rad51p binds this
long 3’ overhang. This 3′ tail invades a homologous sequence in an intact duplex,
forming a displacement loop (D-loop) (Hastings et al., 2009). This invasion is mediated
by Rad51p.
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Double Strand Break
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Figure 1. Major Double Strand Break Repair Pathways. Two major pathways for double
strand break repair: non-homologous end joining and homologous recombination. The
three main pathways of DNA repair by homologous recombination are: canonical doublestrand break repair, synthesis-dependent strand annealing, and break-induced replication
(BIR).

III.

Role of Rad51p

Rad51 is a DNA strand exchange protein that plays an important role in maintaining
the integrity of the human genome. Rad51 promotes accurate DNA repair by BIR and is
involved in the protection and repair of damaged DNA replication forks (Subramanyam
& Spies, 2018). Furthermore, it promotes homology directed DNA repair by exchanging
strands between the damaged and the intact DNA molecules (Subramanyam & Spies,
2018).

IV.

Break Induced Replication Repair Pathway

Rad51p mediates invasion at sites containing approximately 50-100 base pairs of
homologous DNA, to start DNA synthesis. There is a Holliday junction at the site of the
D-loop. The migration of the Holliday junction, separates the extended double-strand end
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from its template strand (Figure 2). The 3′ end may disengage from the D-loop, and then
Rad51p can again mediate invasion at another region of homology. The process
continues until a telomere has been copied (Hastings et al., 2009).
BIR Repair
Pathway

mmBIR Repair
Pathway

Figure 2. Pathway of BIR and mmBIR. BIR (on left) must match 50-100 base pairs of similar sequence in
order for synthesis to occur. The intact blue chromosome is homologous to the broken red
chromosome. This diagram shows the methods in which the broken chromosome is fixed by BIR, using
the homologous chromosome as a template. mmBIR (on right), is a very similar mechanism to BIR but
must only match 1-6 base pairs of similar sequence. The yellow chromosome V is not homologous.

V.

Microhomology-Mediated Break-Induced Replication Repair Pathway

A sub-type of BIR has also been described, termed “microhomology-mediated breakinduced replication” (mmBIR) (Hastings et al., 2009). mmBIR is a repair mechanism that
acts independently of Rad51p (Hastings et al., 2009). This process anneals a singlestranded 3’ end of a double-strand DNA breaks to another single-stranded region of the
genome that acts as a template. This process is mediated by very short regions of similar
sequence (1-5 complementary base pairs) and requires a protein called Rad52p. Rad52p
anneals single-stranded DNA at regions of complementary sequence but does not
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promote invasion into a double-stranded template (Malkova et al., 2005). The 3’ end that
has been annealed is used to prime DNA replication.
Because the mmBIR mechanism only needs a single base pair to anneal to a broken 3’
end, this allows for the pairing of the broken end of DNA to any chromosome in the
genome. Thus, the resulting repaired region often contains errors, such as large regions
of non-homologous sequence. Canonical BIR and mmBIR also have different repair
outcomes. For canonical BIR, the repaired chromosome typically is the same size as the
original chromosome and there are few or no unusual sequence alterations. mmBIR often
has unusual sequences, like inverted duplications, where the repaired DNA strand is
either significantly longer or shorter than its original length at the location where the 3’
single-stranded DNA was used to prime DNA replication for repair (Sakofsky et al.,
2015). Error-prone BIR, mmBIR, is associated with tumorigenesis in humans. It has been
hypothesized that tumor cells have a low level of Rad51p, which would favor mmBIR as
a repair pathway (Glover et al., 2017).
Disruption of Rad51p contributes to replication defects and chromosomal instability
(Kim et al., 2012). A mutant form of the RAD51 gene, rad51Δ, has been used to
investigate the role of Rad51p in accurate DNA repair (Malkova et al., 1996). rad51Δ is
a complete knock-out of Rad51p. No RAD51 protein is present in this mutant since the
gene is deleted. In effect, all functions of RAD51p are gone; RAD51p is not present to
carry out its role in binding to ssDNA at the 3’end (Malkova et al., 1996). The BIR repair
mechanism still takes place in rad51Δ mutants, but gene conversion is abolished
according to Malkova, et al., (2001) and Chi et al., (2011). Currently, it is not known
whether mmBIR is prevalent in the rad51Δ mutant.
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Furthermore, a mutant form of Rad51p has been characterized, rad51-A265V, to
further investigate the role of Rad51p in accurate DNA repair by homologous
recombination (Chi et al., 2011). The Rad51A265V protein is less capable of binding
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) than the wild-type
version of this protein (Chi et al., 2011). Since it does not bind to ssDNA at the 3’ end of
the break as well as the wild-type, Rad51A265V cannot initiate the homology search and
D-loop formation (Davis and Symington, 2004). This results in reduced DNA repair by
Rad51p-mediated homologous recombination mechanisms compared to wild type.

VI.

Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a Model Organism

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a eukaryotic organism belonging to the kingdom fungi.
This organism is used as a model organism due to its fast replication time compared to
that of mammalian model organisms. This organism is also genetically tractable, due to
many genetic tools that have been developed for its study. For instance, it is easy to
generate mutants. Moreover, their cellular machinery, genetic repair mechanisms and
proteins are very closely related to humans (Ischenko and Saparbaev, 2002). In the
Casper lab, we study fragile site 2, FS2. FS2, located at 169 kb on chromosome III in S.
cerevisiae, is the location where we cause DNA breaks and then analyze DNA repair
mechanisms (Rosen et al., 2013). FS2 is used in the Casper lab because it readily breaks
during replication stress. Moreover, FS2 behaves similarly to common fragile sites in
human tumor cells (Rosen et al., 2013).
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VII.

Objective and Hypothesis

The objective of this study is to determine
if a mutation that eliminates Rad51p, rad51Δ,

Frequency
of mmBIR

rad51/rad51 Mutant
Diploid Cell

increases the frequency of mmBIR compared

Frequency
of BIR

to conventional BIR. I am using a yeast
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) model system to
test the hypothesis that yeast cells lacking
Rad51p will promote the use of the mmBIR

Figure 3. Visual of the outcome in support of the hypothesis that
yeast cells containing this mutant form of Rad51p will promote the
use of the mmBIR repair pathway. Fragile site breaks in yeast
rad51-A265V mutants will have an increased frequency of repair
by mmBIR and decreased frequency of repair by BIR pathway
compared to the wild-type.

repair pathway. I predict that fragile site
breaks in yeast rad51Δ mutants will have an increased frequency of repair by the mmBIR
pathway and a decreased frequency of repair by the BIR pathway compared to the wildtype (Figure 3).
Materials and Methods
I.

Creation of Diploid Yeast Strains

Two diploid yeast strains were generated that are homozygous for the rad51Δ
mutation (Table 1). The two diploids differ in the promoter used to control expression of
the POL1 DNA polymerase: Native-POL1 and GAL-POL1 (Table 1). The diploid with
Native-POL1 acts as a control. Whereas the GAL-POL1 diploid contains a polymerase
gene that is driven by the galactose-responsive GAL1 promoter (Table 1). To create the
diploids, four different haploid strains underwent transformation to swap out the wildtype RAD51 gene for the mutated version rad51Δ. One haploid strain with Native-POL1,
AMC 555, is closely related to the strain sequenced in the Saccharomyces Genome
Database (termed the “S” strain) and the other haploid, with Native-POL1, AMC 596, is
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closely related to strain YJM789, which is a clinically isolated yeast strain (termed the
“Y” strain) (Table 1). Similarly, one haploid strain with Gal-POL1, AMC 581, is closely
related to the strain sequenced in the Saccharomyces Genome Database (termed the “S”
strain) and the other haploid with Gal-POL1, AMC 609, is closely related to strain
YJM789, which is a clinically isolated yeast strain (termed the “Y” strain) (Table 1). The
AMC 555 and AMC 596 haploids were mated by mixing them together with a toothpick
and growing them for one night on YPR + HG plates. Similarly, The AMC 481 and
AMC 609 haploids were mated by mixing them together with a toothpick and growing
them for one night on YPR + HG plates. The next day, this patch was streaked for single
colonies on a new YPR + HG plate and left to grow for 48 hours. When the “S” and “Y”
haploids were mated to form diploids, they appeared to be large white colonies compared
to the small white colonies of the starting haploids. Thus, it was confirmed that diploids
homozygous for rad51Δwere successfully produced as they appeared as large white
colonies.
These diploid strains contain important chromosomal markers that allow us to
understand what repair mechanism was used to repair DNA damage by analyzing
phenotypes (Figure 4). At 170,045 bp, on the S chromosome is the ADE2 gene, which
encodes a protein needed in the pathway of adenine production (Table 1). A single copy
of the wildtype ADE2 gene results in yeast colonies that are white in color. On the Y
chromosome is the mutant ade2 gene, that encodes a nonfunctional ADE2 protein. The
pathway for adenine production is disrupted in ade2 mutants and results in strains that are
red if no wildtype gene is present (Table 1). At 171,000bp on the Y chromosome is the
CUP1 gene that offers copper resistance. Copper resistance allows me to identify
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colonies repaired by gene conversion. Gaining more copies of CUP1 allows cells to resist
higher copper concentrations in the media, allowing selection for
cells having undergone gene conversion events where additional copies were acquired.

Table 1. Strain table depicting relevant information regarding the diploids and haploids
used in this experiment.
Strain

S or Y

AMC 555

S

Haploid or Diploid

POL-1 or
Gal-Pol]-1

Rad51Δ? Notable Features on Chr.
III

Haploid

Native

Yes

FS2, ADE2

Yes

FS2, ADE2

Yes

ade2 , CUP1 URA3

Yes

ade2, CUP1, URA3

Yes

S: FS2, ADE2
Y: ade2, CUP1, URA3

Yes

S: FS2, ADE2
Y: ade2, CUP1, URA3

No

S: FS2, ADE2
Y: ade2

No

S: FS2, ADE2
Y: ade2

POL1
AMC 581

S

Haploid

GALPOL1

AMC 596

Y

Haploid

Native
POL1

AMC 609

Y

Haploid

GALPOL1

Y929 (AMC 555 +
AMC 596)

Both

Diploid

Native
POL1

Y930 (AMC 581+
AMC 609)

Both

Diploid

GALPOL1

AMC 355
(Chumki et al., 2016)

Both

Diploid

GALPOL1

AMC 358
(Chumki et al., 2016)

Both

Diploid

Native
POL1
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II.

Collecting Loss of Heterozygosity Events by a Sectored Colony Assay

Yeast strains were maintained at 30°C on standard

SGD YJM
rich media (Guthrie et al., 1991). All media contained 3%

113 à

ß 113

raffinose instead of dextrose, since using raffinose as a
carbon source does not affect the GAL1/10 promoter.
Galactose was added to the medium (low galactose
FS2

(0.005%), or high galactose (0.05%)) to control the GAL1/10

ADE2

ade2
CUP1

promoter and induce instability at fragile site FS2 (Lemoine
et al., 2005).
Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) events—which describes
the loss of an entire allele and the surrounding area in the

URA3
298à

ß 298

Figure 4. Chromosome III
labeled with all significant
genes and sites

chromosome—were collected and analyzed using sectored
colony analysis techniques previously described (Chumki et al., 2016). A sectored
colony in this assay means that one of four things has happened: loss of the “S”
chromosome, or repair of the “S” chromosome by reciprocal crossover (RCO), BIR or
gene conversion (GC).
III.

SNP Testing

The zygosity of SNPs on chromosome III was characterized by PCR and used
to classify each LOH event as chromosome loss, reciprocal crossover, short tract gene
conversion, long tract gene conversion or BIR. All primer sequences for SNP testing and
experimental details are fully described in Chumki et al., (2016) and Table 2. We
amplified polymorphic sites by PCR and were able to categorize repair events by changes
in the restriction site. The “S” chromosome have the restriction sites and will thus appear
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at cut bands and the “Y” chromosome lacks restriction sites. We checked single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 113 by colony PCR and restriction digest as described in
Table 2. This was done to determine whether the red side was heterozygous or
homozygous YJM (where those that are homozygous YJM resulted in chromosome loss)
(Figure 5 and 6). The sectored colonies that did not result in chromosome loss were
checked for SNP 298 using colony PCR and restriction digest as described in Table 2. If
SNP 298 revealed that in a sectored colony, the red side was homozygous Y and the
white side was homozygous S, this indicates that this sectored colony was repaired by
reciprocal crossover (Figure 6). If SNP 298 reveals that in a sectored colony, the red
side is homozygous Y and the white side is heterozygous, this indicates that this sectored
colony was repaired using break induced replication (Figure 5 and 6). If SNP 298 reveals
that in a sectored colony, both the red and white sides are heterozygous, this indicates
that this sectored colony was repaired by gene conversion (Figure 5and 6). The red and
white sides of sectored colonies resulting in repair by break induced replication and gene
conversion were collected and frozen for later assays.
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Table 2. Details about Colony PCR conditions, SNP Testing and RE Digest
Thermocycler Settings:
94° 2’

Colony PCR Conditions

}

94° 10’’
50° 20’’
72° 25’’

35X

72° 6’
Primers:
oAC 557
oAC 558
Product size:
462bp

SNP 113

Restriction Digest Enzyme:
Mn1I
Cuts location and Fragment Size:
YJM (335bp, 127bp fragments)
Primers:
AMC 357
AMC 358
Product size:
353bp

SNP 298

PCR product
462bp
MN1I RE digest
335bp
127bp

B) SNP 298
Red and White
Heterozygous for SNP 113

100bp ladder

400à
300à
200à
100à

Chromosome Loss:
Homozygous YJM/YJM
Repair Event:
Heterozygous

PCR product
353bp
MN1I RE digest
226bp
127bp

ßHeterozygous SC

ß100bp ladder

A) SNP 113

ßHomozygous “Y” SC

Restriction Digest Enzyme:
RsaI
Cuts location and Fragment Size:
YJM (226bp, 127bp fragments)

BIR

GC

400à
300à
200à
100à

RCO: White=S Red=Y
BIR: White=het Red=Y
GC: White=het Red=het

Figure 5. (A) Possible gel outcomes of SNP 113. (B) Possible gel outcomes of SNP 298
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113 à

ß 113

ade2

ADE2

298à

ß 113

FS2
ade2

ADE2

ß 298

113 à

ß 113

FS2
ade2

ADE2

ade2

CUP1
CuFA

URA3

URA3
ß 298

113 à

CuFA
CUP1

CUP1
CuFA

298à

ß 113

FS2

FS2
ADE2

113 à

CUP1
CuFA

URA3
298à

ß 298

URA3
298à

ß 298

Figure 6. Possible outcomes and interpretations of SNP 113 and 298 testing.
IV.

Screen for Additional Repair Events

Diploids were cultured in media containing low galactose (0.005%) to induce
replication stress. This replication stress caused a break at the fragile site. I then allowed
96 hours for its repair. I grew colonies on red and white plate media that contained
100 μM copper to select for large red colonies that underwent gene conversions. This
media was prepared as described in Table 3. Detecting a large red colony growing in
media with high copper in this assay means that one of two things has happened: repair of
the “S” chromosome by BIR, or GC. Cells that have lost the “S” chromosome, or cells
that repair of the “S” chromosome by RCO cannot grow on media with high levels of
copper. The large red colonies repaired by GC or BIR will now have two copies of the
CUP1 gene (Figure 4) that enables their growth in media containing high copper
concentrations, which is lethal to wild-type yeast cells. I collected these colonies,
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evaluated SNPs 113, 193 and 298 by colony PCR and restriction digest (Table 2). The
results of these SNP tests indicated which sectored colonies were repaired by gene
conversions. These red colonies were frozen down for later assays.

Table 3. Red and White plate media formulations.
Red and White Plate Media
Media

Quantity

Yeast Nitrogen Base without amino acids

1.7g

and without ammonium sulfate
Ammonium Sulfate

5g

Raffinose

30g

Agar

30g

0.05% (w/v) Galactose

2.5mL

Low Adenine (9.85mg Ade per L)

1.4g

100 μM CuSO4

1.5mL

V.

Contour-Clamped Homogeneous Electric Field (CHEF) Gel
Electrophoresis

I performed CHEF gel electrophoresis only on cells that contained break induced
replication events and gene conversion events. Genomic DNA from cells was harvested
in agarose blocks to prevent shearing as described by Lobachev et al., (2002).
Chromosomes were separated in a 1 % agarose gel in 0.5X TBE at 14° C using a Gene
Navigator system (Pharmacia Biotech), or using a CHEF mapper system (BioRad). On
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the CHEF Mapper, switch times starting at 47 sec and extending to 2 min 49 sec at 5
V/cm for 33 hr were used to separate all yeast chromosomes. Gels were post-stained with
GelRed (Biotium). CHEFs were imaged using a UV transilluminator.
VI. Southern Blots
The DNA was transferred from the CHEF gel to a to Hybond N+ membrane by a
neutral transfer according to standard protocol (Lemoine, 2005). After the DNA was
transferred to the membrane, the membrane was probed with a biotin labeled CHA1
(catabolic L-serine (L-threonine) deaminase) gene probe. The probe was made by PCR
using the primers 5’CTGGAAATATGAAATTGTCAGCGAC and
5’TGAATGCCTTCAACCAAGTGGCTCCTTC. Yeast genomic DNA was used as the
template. This probe was biotin-labeled using the standard protocol for the North2South
(ThermoFisher) hybridization and detection system. The membrane was imaged and the
location of chromosome III containing the labeled CHA1 gene was determined. In a
previous and similar study, CHA1 was used as a gene for probing chromosome III in S.
cerevisiae (Lemoine, 2005). The gene is located on the right arm of chromosome III
(Figure 4), far from the fragile site that is on the left arm of that chromosome. The system
I used was able to resolve chromosomes differing by as few as 8,000 bp in length, which
is sufficient for this experiment, considering that chromosome III is a smaller
chromosome (340 kb).
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VII.

DNA Sequencing and Investigating mmBIR and dBIR Patterns

DNA libraries were prepared using the Nextera DNA Flex Library Prep Kit and
Nextera DNA CD Indexes (Illumina). Paired-end next generation sequencing and demultiplexing were performed by Novagene. I used CLC Genomics Workbench to map
reads to the S. cerevisiae reference genome and to detect SNP alleles.
Once we received the DNA sequence data, I filtered through the data in CLC
Genomics Workbench for data specific to the coverage and frequency. Coverage
represents the number of reads across a particular locus. Each read is 150 bp long
(Figure 7). A typical diploid genome should have two copies of each gene and each allele
would be expected to have equal sequence coverage. If a particular DNA sequence is
amplified on one of the chromosomes, the number of reads increases by 33%. If a
particular DNA sequence is deleted, the number of reads decreases by 50%. Frequency
indicates SNP alleles across each read. In a diploid, if heterozygous for SNPs, half of the
reads should have SNPs for the S allele and the other half should have SNPs for the Y
allele. For instance, if there were 10 reads across a certain region of the genome, you
would expect 5 reads to be from a “Y” allele and 5 reads to be from an “S” allele (Figure
7). These data were used to generate frequency and coverage graphs in Microsoft Excel.
The patterns of these graphs offer a visual representation of the repair event that occurred
on chromosome III for each strain.
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Figure 7. Visual of interpreting coverage and frequency data. “A” represents a Y allele. “C”
represents an S allele.

Results
I.

Collecting Loss of Heterozygosity Events by a Sectored Colony Assay

To determine the frequency of repair events that occur in rad51Δ diploids, sectored
colonies that grew in high galactose and low galactose conditions were collected and
tested for SNPs 113 and 298. Possible outcomes for SNP testing are chromosome loss,
reciprocal crossover (RCO), break-induced replication (BIR), and gene conversion (GC)
events (Figure 6). The results of this assay, showed that chromosome loss events occur in
the highest frequency in diploids with the rad51Δ mutant (Table 4). We did not identify
any sectored colonies that were repaired by RCO, BIR or GC events in this assay. Thus,
none of the cells from the sectored colony were further analyzed.
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Table 4. Events causing LOH in mitosis as a result of instability at fragile site FS2.
Strain

Description

Y929 Native
POL1,
rad51Δ
Y930 GALPOL1,
rad51Δ
AMC 358
(Chumki et
al., 2016)
AMC 355
(Chumki et
al., 2016)

Native
POL1,
native
RAD51
GALPOL1,
native
RAD51

Treatment Total
Colonies
Screened
High
gal
Low
gal
High
gal
Low
gal
High
gal
Low
gal
High
gal
Low
gal

Total
Sectored
Colonies

Frequency of mitotic events causing
LOH (x 10-5)
Repair Event Chromosome Loss
(RCO, GC,
BIR)
0
242.8

8,236

20

8,276

15

0

181.2

5,812

8

0

137.6

868

11

0

1267.3

40,772

2

2.453

2.453

16,484

6

0

36.399

40,912

8

9.777

9.777

49,276

319

304.4

343.0

Using the Fisher Exact test, it was determined that there is a significant difference in
frequency of repair events between Y930 Low gal and AMC 355 Low gal, (p<0.0001)
(Table 4). In addition, it was determined that there is not a significant difference in the
frequency of repair events between AMC 358 High gal and Y929 High gal
(p=1). Furthermore, it was determined that there is no significant difference in the
frequency of repair events between Y929 Low gal and AMC 358 Low gal
(p=1.0). Moreover, it was determined that there is no significant difference in the
frequency of repair events between Y930 High gal and AMC 355 High gal (p=1).
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II.

Screening for Additional Repair Events
a. SNP Testing

The purpose of this assay was to screen for repair events that occur in rad51Δ
diploids. This assay was done since we did not find any repair events in the Sectored
Colony Assay, only chromosome loss. To evaluate the repair events, we tested for SNPs
113, 193, 298 on large red colonies that were grown in high-copper media to select for
cultures with repair by BIR or GC (Figure 8). Colonies that resulted in chromosome loss
(where SNP 113 is homozygous Y) were not collected. Colonies that lost the “S”
chromosome cannot grow on media with high copper, thus, none of these colonies were
collected in this screen. All colonies growing on high copper must be either repair by BIR
or repair by GC. The results of SNP testing indicate that all colonies were repaired by
break-induced replication. For all of the colonies, SNP 113 was heterozygous and SNP
193 and SNP 298 were homozygous Y (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Agarose gel electrophoresis of rad51Δ genotyping of SNP 113, SNP 193, and SNP298.
For SNP 113, lane 1, 100 bp DNA ladder. “❊” indicates strains that are homozygous YJM/YJM.
All other colonies are heterozygous. PCR product 462bp. Mn1I RE digest. 335bp and 127bp
fragments. For SNP 193, all colonies are homozygous YJM/YJM. PCR product 351bp. HinfI RE
digest. 229bp and 122bp fragments. For SNP 298, all colonies are homozygous YJM/YJM. PCR
product 353bp. RsaI RE digest. 226bp and 127bp fragments.

b. Chromosome III Size Determination from CHEF and Southern
Blotting
To determine whether repair of the fragile site resulted in gross changes of
chromosome size, the positions of the chromosome III bands on the gel were compared to
those of the parental yeast strains (Figure 9a). Southern blot was used to identify the
location of each chromosome III on the gel and was also used determine the relative sizes
of chromosome III in various lines (Figure 9b). For example, in strains SC 2574,
SC 2583, and SC 2590, we observed that the size of the SGD chromosome III decreased
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compared to the S version of chromosome III (Figure 9a, b). Furthermore, the sizes of
the two homologs of chromosome III in SC 2582 remained relatively similar to that of

SC2582

SC2574

AMC 356

Lambda ladder
AMC 353

SC2590

AMC 353
AMC 356
SC2583

A) CHEF GEL

Lambda ladder

the parental strains (Table 5; Figure 9 a, b).

SGD III à
SGD III à

YJM III à

YJM III à

B) Southern
Blotting

SGD III à
YJM III à

SC2590à

SC2583à

SGD III before repair à
YJM III before repair à

Figure 9. CHEF gel electrophoresis and Southern blot for all colonies that underwent a repair
event. A) DNA was extracted in agarose blocks and yeast chromosomes were separated by
clamped homogeneous gel electrophoresis (CHEF). AMC353 and AMC 356 contain the “Y” and
“S” homologs, respectively, of chromosome III. B) The separated chromosomes were examined
by Southern analysis using a probe to CHA1, which is located on the left arm of chromosome III.

c. Next Generation Sequencing Frequency and Coverage Graph
Next generation sequencing was used to confirm the repair event of each strain with
the rad51Δ mutation. Using data from Next Generation Sequencing, Y allele frequency
and sequencing coverage graphs were created for colonies collected through the screen
for additional repair events. We observed that the graphs of all colonies from this assay
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follow a similar pattern: SNPs in the area spanning 1-150000 bp on Chromosome III
showed a consistent Y allele frequency of approximately 50, then increasing to a Y allele
frequency of 100 and maintained this frequency to the end (Figure 9). A Y allele
frequency of 50 represents the portion of the repaired chromosome that is heterozygous; a
Y allele frequency of 100 represents the portion of the repaired chromosome that is
homozygous Y (Figure 9). The region in between the last heterozygous SNP (that is, the
last allele with ~50 percent Y allele frequency) and the first homozygous SNP (that is, the
first allele with 100 percent Y allele frequency) is the regions where DNA replication was
initiated, starting from the broken 3’ end during the BIR or mmBIR event (Figure 9). We
observed four distinct regions where the Y allele frequency changes from 50 to 100
percent. These are categorized as: Group A (repair event between 121- 143kb), Group B
(repair event between 143-153kb), Group C (repair event 153-167kb) and Group D
(repair event between 167-170kb) (Table 5 and Figure 9). Findings for SC2583, SC
2574, SC 2590 and SC 2582 will represent each group, respectively.
i.

Group A Results

Group A strains were defined as those that underwent repair events between 121-143
kb on chromosome III, before FS1(Table 4). For SC2583, it was seen that its SGD
chromosome decreased in size by approximately 15kb while its Y chromosome did not
change in size; the repaired SGD chromosome III is now more similar in size as the Y
chromosome (Figure 9). This makes sense considering it initiated replication before FS1
during BIR; we expected to observe a small difference in size between SGD and YJM
chromosome III.
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YJM Frequency

Coverage

Figure 10. Y allele Frequency and sequencing coverage graphs for Group A. Data from next generation sequencing is presented in blue and orange graphs. Blue
graphs are the frequency of the “Y” allele at each SNP. Orange graphs are the amount of sequencing coverage across each SNP. Dotted lines are junctions between
SNPs that are heterozygous, and SNPs that are homozygous “Y” alleles. The area in yellow indicates the region of chromosome III that has a Y allele frequency of
100.
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Figure 11. Proposed Chromosome III repair event for SC 2583 based on Blue and
Orange graphs (Figure 10) and CHEF Gel and Southern Blotting results (Figure 9).
ii.

Group B Results

Group B strains were defined as those that underwent repair events between 143153kb on chromosome III within FS1 (Table 4). For SC2574, it was observed that its
SGD chromosome decreased in size by approximately 8 kb while its Y chromosome did
not change in size; this repaired SGD chromosome III is still relatively larger than the Y
chromosome (Figure 9). This makes sense considering it initiated replication at FS1
during BIR. We expected to observe a difference in size between SGD and YJM
chromosome III.
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YJM Frequency
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Figure 12. Y allele Frequency and sequencing coverage graphs for Group B. Data from next generation sequencing is presented in blue and orange graphs.
Blue graphs are the frequency of the “Y” allele at each SNP. Orange graphs are the amount of sequencing coverage across each SNP. Dotted lines are
junctions between SNPs that are heterozygous, and SNPs that are homozygous “Y” alleles. The area in yellow indicates the region of chromosome III that
has a Y allele frequency of 100.
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Figure 13. Proposed Chromosome III repair event for SC 2574 based on Blue and
Orange graphs (Figure 12) and CHEF Gel and Southern Blotting results (Figure 9).
iii.

Group C Results

Group C strains were defined as those that underwent repair events between 153167kn on chromosome III between FS1 and FS2 (repair event between 153-167kb)
(Table 4). For SC2590, we observed that its SGD chromosome decreased in size by
approximately 13kb while its Y chromosome did not change in size; this repaired SGD
chromosome III is now similar in size as the Y chromosome (Figure 9). This makes
sense considering it initiated replication between FS1 and FS2. We expected to observe a
small difference in size between SGD and YJM chromosomes III.
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YJM Frequency
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Figure 14 . Y allele Frequency and sequencing coverage graphs for Group C.
Data from next generation sequencing is presented in blue and orange graphs. Blue graphs are the frequency of the “Y” allele at each SNP. Orange graphs
are the amount of sequencing coverage across each SNP. Dotted lines are junctions between SNPs that are heterozygous, and SNPs that are homozygous
“Y” alleles. The area in yellow indicates the region of chromosome III that has a Y allele frequency of 100.
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Figure 15. Proposed Chromosome III repair event for SC 2590 based on Blue and
Orange graphs (Figure 14) and CHEF Gel and Southern Blotting results (Figure 8).
iv.

Group D Results

Group D strains were defined as those that underwent repair events between 167170kb within FS2 (Table 4). For SC 2582, it was observed that its SGD chromosome
decreased in size by approximately 8 kb while its Y chromosome did not change in size;
this repaired SGD chromosome III is still relatively larger than the Y chromosome
(Figure 8). This makes sense considering it initiated replication at FS2 during BIR. We
expected to observe a difference in size between SGD and YJM chromosome III.
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Figure 16. Y allele Frequency and sequencing coverage graphs for Group C.
Data from next generation sequencing is presented in blue and orange graphs. Blue graphs are the frequency of the “Y” allele at each SNP. Orange graphs
are the amount of sequencing coverage across each SNP. Dotted lines are junctions between SNPs that are heterozygous, and SNPs that are homozygous
“Y” alleles. The area in yellow indicates the region of chromosome III that has a Y allele frequency of 100.
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Figure 17. Proposed Chromosome III repair event for SC 2582 based on Blue and
Orange graphs (Figure 5) and CHEF Gel and Southern Blotting results (Figure 8).
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Table 5. Description of Strains in Groups A-D. Strains highlighted in yellow are representative of
their group and be analyzed in depth. “n.c.” means no change.
Group

Group Definitions

Range of SNPs for
repair event
location

Strain Names

Relative change in size
of smaller
chromosome III
compared to original
S - 342.2 kb

Change in size of
smaller chromosome
III as compared to
original ~320 kb “Y” III

Group A:

Colonies where last heterozygous SNP, first
homozygous SNP are located before FS1

SNP 121000—SNP
143,000

SC2583

-15 kb

n.c.

SC2585

-15 kb

n.c.

SC2642

-14.0 kb

n.c.

SC2650

-14.0 kb

n.c.

SC2653

-15.2 kb

n.c.

SNP 143,000—SNP SC2574
153,000
SC2577

-8.1 kb

n.c.

-13.2 kb

n.c.

SC2645

-8.4 kb

n.c.

SC2656

-8.4 kb

n.c.

SNP 153,000 —SNP SC2584
167,000
SC2588

-15.5 kb

n.c.

-15.2 kb

n.c.

SC2590

-13.1 kb

n.c.

SC2648

-13.2 kb

n.c.

SC2659

-8.4 kb

n.c.

SC2571

-13. 2kb

n.c.

SC2575

-8 kb

n.c.

SC2578

+15 kb

n.c.

SC2580

-8.4 kb

n.c.

SC2581

-8.4 kb

n.c.

SC2582

-8.4 kb

n.c.

SC2587

-8.4 kb

n.c.

Group B:

Colonies where last heterozygous SNP, first
homozygous SNP are located within FS1

Group C:

Colonies where last heterozygous SNP, first
homozygous SNP are located between FS1
and FS2

Group D:

Colonies where last heterozygous SNP, first
homozygous SNP are located within FS2

SNP 167,000—
SNP170,000

Discussion
I.

Recalling Hypothesis

The objective of this study was to determine if a mutant form of Rad51p, rad51Δ,
increases the frequency of mmBIR compared to conventional BIR. Because Rad51p is
involved in the canonical BIR pathway, we predicted that fragile site breaks in yeast
rad51Δ mutants would have an increased frequency of repair by the mmBIR pathway and
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a decreased frequency of repair by the canonical BIR pathway compared to the wild-type.
The major finding of this study is that the rad51Δ does not significantly increase the
frequency of repair by mmBIR. The observed absence of mmBIR pathways in rad51Δ
mutants may suggest the possibility that Rad51p plays a role in this pathway.
II.

rad51Δ Mutant

The role of Rad51p was studied because of its central role in DNA damage repair
mechanisms. Rad51p promotes accurate DNA repair by BIR. It also promotes
homology directed DNA repair by exchanging strands between the damaged and the
intact DNA molecules (Subramanyam & Spies, 2018). It has been reported that nonfunctional Rad51 contributes to replication defects and chromosomal instability (Kim et
al., 2012). A mutant form of the RAD51 gene, rad51Δ, has been developed to further
investigate the role of RAD51 in accurate DNA repair by homologous recombination
(Malkova et al., 1996). Rad51p-mediated homology searching and invasion at the 3’ end
is absent in the rad51Δ mutant.

III.

Collecting LOH Events by a Sectored Colony Assay

The results from the Collecting LOH Events Protocol show that all sectored colonies
collected were the result of chromosome loss. None of sectored colonies were from a
repair event (Table 3 and Figure 6). Chumki et al., (2016) performed this same assay on
diploids that contained wild-type Rad51p (Table 4). It was observed that the rad51Δ
mutant significantly decreased the frequency of repair events in sectored colonies
collected (Table 4). This finding is consistent with that of Malkova et al., (1996). In this
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study, when rad51Δ mutants were plated, 35% of colonies (9 of 26) repaired the broken
chromosome and the remaining majority (65%) resulted in chromosome loss (Malkova et
al., 1996).
Comparing our data to that of Chumki et al., (2016), it was seen that we were able to
collect significantly fewer colonies that underwent repair. The high frequency of
chromosome loss from the Collecting LOH Events assay may be due to the fact that there
is no RAD51 protein present in the rad51Δ mutant since the gene is deleted. Rad51p is
not present to carry out its normal role in 3’ end invasion. Without invasion mediated by
Rad51p, repair events cannot proceed, causing the cell to simply lose the chromosome in
which the break occurred (Subramanyam & Spies, 2018).
IV.

Screening for Additional Repair Events

Using this protocol, we did manage to collect repair events. Results from this assay
show that Rad51p does not increase the frequency of mmBIR compared to wild-type
cells. SNP testing, and Next Generation sequencing confirmed that all colonies collected
from this assay underwent a BIR repair event. Next Generation Sequencing confirms this
as all of the Y allele frequency and sequencing coverage graphs depict similar patterns.
The first ~150000 SNPs showed a consistent Y allele frequency of approximately 50,
then increasing to a Y allele frequency of 100 and maintains this frequency to the end
(Figure 9). A Y allele frequency of 50 represents the portion of the repaired chromosome
that is heterozygous; a Y allele frequency of 100 represents the portion of the repaired
chromosome that is homozygous Y (Figure 9). We observed four distinct regions where
DNA replication was initiated, starting from the broken 3’ end during the repair events.
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We observed DNA replication to be initiated before FS1, within FS1, between FS1 and
FS2 and within FS2 (Table 4).
CHEF gel and Southern blot offered information about the relative size change in
chromosome III compared to parental strains after the BIR repair events (Figure 8). For
SC2583, representative of group A strains, it was seen that its SGD chromosome
decreased in size by approximately 15kb while its Y chromosome did not change in size
(Figure 8). This was expected considering it initiated replication before FS1 during BIR.
For SC2574, it was observed that its SGD chromosome decreased in size by
approximately 8 kb while its Y chromosome did not change in size (Figure 8). This was
expected considering it initiated replication within FS1 during BIR. For SC2590, we
observed that its SGD chromosome decreased in size by approximately 13kb while its Y
chromosome did not change in size (Figure 8). This was expected considering it initiated
replication between FS1 and FS2 during BIR. For SC 2582, it was observed that its
SGD chromosome decreased in size by approximately 8 kb while its Y chromosome did
not change in size (Figure 8). This was expected considering it initiated replication within
FS2 during BIR.
The BIR repair events in colonies with the rad51Δ mutation may, at first glance,
suggest that Rad51p function is not required for BIR as a repair mechanism, but this is
not the case. Rad51p remains a significant enzyme in the BIR pathway (Hastings et al.
2009). The purpose of conducting the Screening for Additional Repair Events assay was
to find repair events that did not result in chromosome loss. These repair events are very
rare in strains with mutant Rad51Δ; we were only able to collect a small number of
colonies from this assay. As described in Glover et al. (2017), BIR is the most common
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pathway used to repair breaks at fragile sites. It is for this reason we observed a high
frequency of BIR events in the small numbers of colonies we were able to collect.
Furthermore, our results demonstrate that all repair events are the result of BIR,
consistent with Malkova et al., (2001) which showed that BIR can occur in the absence of
the Rad51p strand exchange protein, whereas gene conversion is completely abolished.
V.

Future Directions

mmBIR is a rare repair pathway and currently, the cause of mmBIR remains unknown
(Sakofsky et al., 2015). We believe that our study could be improved by collecting more
data. In the Sectored Colonies and the Screening for Additional Repair Events Assay we
could only collect small numbers of sectored colonies due to the nature of the rad51Δ
mutation. To yield results that reflect higher frequencies of other repair events, more
trials of both assays could be done to collect more sectored colonies for analysis. Because
mmBIR is so rare, a larger sample size may be needed to observe this repair pathway in
rad51Δ mutants.
Moreover, I plan on looking in greater detail at the sequence in the region at the region
in between last heterozygous SNP (that is, the last allele with ~50 percent Y allele
frequency) and the first homozygous SNP (that is, the first allele with 100 percent Y
allele frequency). This is the location where DNA replication was initiated, starting from
the broken 3’ end. There may or may not have been a Rad51p-mediated invasion before
replication was initiated at the 3’ end. If Sanger Sequencing shows that there are any
changes in the sequence of this region, it would suggest mmBIR was used.
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VI.

Summary

The main finding of this study is that rad51Δ does not increase the frequency of
mmBIR repair events. From the Sectored Colony assay it was seen that in rad51Δ
mutants, all sectored colonies collected had resulted from chromosome loss. For the
Screening for Additional Repair Events assay, all colonies that underwent a repair event
were a result of BIR. The data collected from this study offer information to better our
understanding of what drives the cellular choice of repair pathways. Moreover, literature
suggests that tumors can have altered levels of Rad51 (Klein, 2008). My research can
help us better understand how genetic changes in tumors happen and perhaps generate
innovative ideas for new, efficient therapeutic targets. There is accumulating evidence
suggesting that RAD51p not only has a role in resistance to anti-cancer treatments but
also in cancer progression (Chen et al., 2017). Because no mmBIR was observed in rad51
mutants, this is consistent with the possibility that Rad51p may be needed in the mmBIR
pathway, that may result in cancer progression. Since knocking out this enzyme did not
increase the frequency of repair by BIR, this is a plausible idea to consider.
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